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LETTERS

much for scientific thinking.
Did you do that on purpose,

to lure readers into the inside
pages? Anyway, nice job.

E. Wayne Martz, M.D.,
M.B.A.

DC ’42, DMS ’43
West Grove, Pa.

We do look very carefully at photos
for unusual gestures or juxtaposi-
tions—both intended and inadver-
tent. But we must admit that this
possible symbolism escaped us.

This must make us blow-hards
I found the Summer 2008 issue
of Dartmouth Medicine to be
another gem. However, I hope
you receive enough negative
feedback about the layout of
page 29 to convince you to aban-
don the modern fad of locating
the title of an article someplace
other than at the beginning of
the article. I am a retired engi-
neer and therefore tend to think
linearly. I expect each article to
start immediately after its title
and am slowed down by having

W e’re always glad to hear from
readers—whether it’s some-

one weighing in about an article
in a past issue or someone ask-
ing to be on our mailing list for fu-
ture issues. We are happy to send Dart-
mouth Medicine—on a complimentary ba-
sis, to addresses in the U.S.—to anyone interested in
the subjects we cover. Both subscription requests and letters to
the editor may be sent to: Editor,DartmouthMedicine, 1 Med-
ical Center Drive (HB 7070), Lebanon, NH 03756 or DartMed@
Dartmouth.edu. Letters for publication may be edited for clarity,
length, or the appropriateness of the subject matter.

A hot topic
I read with great interest the ar-
ticle in your Summer issue about
Dr. Harold Swartz’s work in
dosimetry [see dartmed.dartmouth.edu/
summer08/html/disc_expert.php].

It evoked memories of my
own career before my retirement.
Though my primary practice was
in anatomic and clinical pathol-
ogy, I was also certified in nuclear
medicine. My associate and I
covered three community hospi-
tals—in Exeter, N.H., and New-
buryport and Amesbury, Mass.
The radiologists couldn’t be
bothered with measuring radia-
tion exposure, so we filled the
niche. Nuclear medicine was in
its early stages then, and since we
needed a license for some of our
procedures, it was logical to get
into measuring radioactive io-
dine uptakes, which led to doing
thyroid scans and subsequently
to treating hyperthyroidism with
radioiodine.

The three hospitals were
within a 10-mile radius of New
Hampshire’s Seabrook nuclear
power plant, so we were also in-
volved in setting up policies and
procedures for managing poten-
tial accidents involving exposure
to radiation and/or contamina-
tion with radionuclides. Since
most physicians didn’t (and still
don’t) know much about radia-
tion or its various units of mea-

T he letters we got in response to
the last issue ranged from rem-
iniscences to requests and from

kudos to critiques. That’s fine by us
—we appreciate even critical feed-
back, because it means our readers
are actually reading (as well as, it’s
obvious, scrutinizing the photos).

sure, we had to also develop a ba-
sic education program for the
medical staffs, ER staffs, and
EMTs in the area.

Most people’s eyes would
glaze over when I tried to explain
the difference between curies,
roentgens, and rads or rems. So I
borrowed a page from Marshall
Brucer’s excellent books on nu-
clear medicine and adopted the
analogy of the sun for quantities
(curies and millicuries, etc.),
sunshine for the intensity of ra-
diation (roentgens and milli-
roentgens, etc.), and a sunburn
for the absorbed dose (rads and
rems). The model avoided med-
ical jargon and provided a prac-
tical example.

Currently I live in Swanzey,
N.H., part of which is within 10
miles of the Vermont Yankee nu-
clear plant. Swanzey’s emergency
planning program calls for hav-
ing a written, regularly exercised
plan to deal with any Vermont
Yankee problems. Though I have
been retired from practice for a
long time, I volunteered to be
the radiological defense officer
for the town, which involves
keeping track of survey meters,
pocket dosimeters, and film
badges for the police, firefighters,
and public works personnel who
may be exposed to radiation in

the course of responding to an
incident. This involves briefing
individuals when dosimeters are
distributed, so they know how to
read them and what to do if the
readings are above certain levels.
The sun/sunshine/sunburn mod-
el has been quite useful in giving
them some basic understanding
of what the readings mean.

My experiences have been at
the other end of the spectrum
from Dr. Swartz’s, but it’s inter-
esting how useful some expertise
in this area has been throughout
my career and beyond.

Dennis J. Carlson, M.D.
HS ’60-64

Swanzey, N.H.

Symbolic gesture?
Rachael Labitt, the undergradu-
ate pictured on your Summer
cover [which is reproduced at
right], says she wants to learn
about science. But judging from
her right hand—given the an-
cient superstition about fending
off evil by placing the thumb be-
tween the index and middle fin-
gers—it appears she doesn’t want
to take any chances.

However, she needn’t worry.
Magic is apparently still alive in
the heart of her mentor, judging
from the ancient charm that she
is wearing around her neck. So

The undergrad asks,
“Is lab life for me?”

The scientist says,
“Try it and see.”
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We have to . . . um . . . hand it to the
reader who noticed what might be a
symbolic gesture in this cover image.
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Program’s progress
I was very interested by the arti-
cle on a tumor suppressor gene in
the Summer 2008 issue ofDart-
mouth Medicine [see dartmed.
dartmouth.edu/summer08/html/disc_tumor.

php]. Back in 1950, while I was on
the surgical staff at the Universi-
ty of Wisconsin, I took part in a
multiuniversity study on the ef-
fects of androgen and estrogen
on breast cancer. I have been in-
terested in the causes of cancer
ever since. I hope the work on
the tumor suppressor gene pro-
gresses well.

I was also interested in sever-
al recent articles on rural medi-
cine. Many years ago, after I left
Wisconsin to practice in Maine,
I attended a surgical review ses-
sion in Boston. The instructor
asked where I was from, and I
said Eastport, Maine, whereupon
most of the other attendees
laughed—I’m not sure whether
out of ignorance or arrogance.

My wife was much wiser.
When I suggested we move, she
asked me if city dwellers de-
served better medical care than
people in rural areas. In fact, rur-
al areas badly need well-trained
doctors and dentists.

In fact, the three doctors I ad-
mired most spent their careers in
rura l set t ings : Dr. Robert
MacBride of Lubec, Maine; Dr.
WilliamMosenthal, a surgeon at
Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hos-
pital in Hanover, N.H.; and Dr.
William Putnam, a general prac-
titioner in Lyme, N.H. Would
that there were more like them!

Rowland French, M.D.
DC ’41, DMS ’42

Eastport, Maine

LETTERS

about appropriate treatments for
co-occurring disorders.

Carol Ulrich
Herndon, Va.

DMS’s Drake is an international
leader in the treatment of co-occur-
ring disorders—a severe mental ill-
ness combined with a substance
abuse problem. To learn about his
work, go to dartmed.dartmouth.edu and
search for “Drake” (the search link
is above the masthead). Ulrich is
the immediate past president of the
northern Virginia chapter of the
National Alliance onMental Illness
and a member of the Common-
wealth of Virginia Commission on
Mental Health Law Reform.

to puzzle out such a non-linear
situation. The title need not be
at the top of a page, just at the
top of the article.

Also, I believe there is a typo
on page 54, in the ninth line
from the bottom of the first col-
umn. I suspect the tiny balloons
are made of silicone (silicone
rubber), not silicon.

Roald Cann
Weathersfield, Vt.

Cann is absolutely right about those
balloons. We’ll do our best to . . .
um . . . bounce back from the slip-
up. The title placement he didn’t
care for (on the layout that’s repro-
duced above) is a more subjective
matter, but we do always welcome
getting such feedback from readers.

High praise
The article “Help from onHigh”
in your Summer issue offered an
exciting look into “a day in the
life” of the first responders at
DHART [Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Advanced Response Team]. I felt
like I was right there with them!
[To read the article, go to dartmed.
dartmouth.edu/summer08/html/dhart.php.]

Will there be a follow-up ar-
ticle? I want to know more!

Conrad L’Heureux
Meriden, N.H.

Chris Demarest, the author and il-
lustrator of that article, plans to
continue doing “ride-alongs” with
DHART, so we may indeed run a
sequel in some future issue.

A matter of some substance
I was recently researching the
background of Dr. Robert Drake,
a member of the Dartmouth fac-
ulty and a consulting member of

a commission that I serve on—
the Beeman Commission in Fair-
fax County, Virginia, whose pur-
pose is to improve the delivery of
public mental health services in
the county.

My online search led to me to
an article about his work in
Dartmouth Medicine, and
from there I noticed several oth-
er interesting articles. I spent
more time than I had intended
reading your magazine, but I
consider it time well spent.

I thought you might like to
know that, based on the infor-
mation I found, I recommended
that a reporter from the Wash-
ington Post speak with Dr. Drake

Help
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Demarest, the author and illustrator of many children’s books, has
in recent years focused on real-life adventure, including flying with
the Hurricane Hunters and the U.S. Coast Guard. An official
artist for the Coast Guard, he traveled in May 2006 to the Per-
sian Gulf to document its work in words and watercolors. The idea
of chronicling the Dartmouth-Hitchcock air-rescue service arose
from that trip, and he began doing occasional ride-alongs a year
ago. He also used to be a volunteer firefighter in Thetford, Vt.,
and later in Meriden, N.H., so is familiar with the work of first
responders. He’s currently working on a book for adults about
DHART and the history of medevac services. This feature tells the
story of his first day with DHART; the patients involved have giv-
en permission for the story to be told, but their names and some
identifying details have been changed to protect their privacy.

When things go awry—

whether it’s an accident

on the highway or a heart

attack at home—getting

expert help, fast, can

make all the difference.

In a rural area, that

often means calling

an air-rescue service.

J une 29 is a special day for Mike and Sue New-
man. It’s the birthday of both their grandchil-
dren—brother and sister Jason, 12, and Emma,

10, born two years apart to the day. Last year, the
youngsters chose to celebrate the occasion at EBA’s,
a pizzeria in Hanover, N.H. The Newmans planned
to join the children and their parents—their son,
David, and his wife, Laura—for dinner there.

As the Newmans were getting ready to head for
Hanover, Mike kept an eye on the weather. It had
been raining off and on all day, and by mid-after-
noon, given the forecast for more rain, he suggest-
ed leaving early for the hour-long drive from
Springfield, Vt.

Mike used to work in the town’s formerly thriv-
ing machine-tool industry; when his employer of
44 years shut its doors in 2001, he switched to sell-
ing real estate. Sue had worked as the office man-
ager for a local optometrist ever since their two sons
had left home. The Newmans had celebrated their
46th anniversary a few months earlier.

When they traveled together, the couple usual-

Flight nurse Abe Wilson surveys
the cabin after a transport to Mass
General Hospital. DHART now stands
for Dartmouth-Hitchcock Advanced
(rather than “Air”) Response Team,
since the service includes ground units, too.

Story and illustrations by Chris Demarest
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from on

High

For a with video and audio
about DHART, see dartmed.dartmouth.
edu/summer08/html/dhart_we.php.

WEB EXTRA

This story and artwork about DHMC’s air rescue personnel came in for kudos.
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Dartmouth undergrads

who are considering

careers in science have a

chance to “apprentice”

themselves to mentors at

DMS and actually sample

the culture of life in a

lab. Here is a look at

several such pairings—

through the eyes of two

undergraduates who

took on apprenticeships

of a different sort.
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The Apprentices

D onald Trump has given the word “apprentice” a bad name. The
practice forged in the medieval era, of learning a craft in the ate-

lier of a master, is alive and well at Dartmouth—sans the viciousness
of Trump’s reality TV show The Apprentice, on which young contes-
tants vie for a chance to run a company owned by the business mag-
nate. However, the Dartmouth undergraduates who’ve had a chance
to “apprentice” in Dartmouth research labs are just as eager as the TV
contestants to show they’re talented and committed. And Dartmouth
faculty members—at theMedical School, as well as in the undergrad-
uate science departments and at the Thayer School of Engineering—
are eager to welcome undergrads into their labs.
Working in labs gives students “real-world experience [in] all the

things that go with research—the fruits, the perspiration, the re-
experimentation,” says LeeWitters, M.D., a DMS endocrinologist and
the faculty advisor for the Nathan Smith Society, an organization for
Dartmouth undergraduates who are interested in careers in medicine
or health. A lab experience, he adds, “opens [students’] eyes to the op-
portunities and possibilities” in research.
The benefits are both pragmatic and philosophical. Working in a

lab “can help [students] determine whether they want to do research
as a career,” points out Margaret Funnell, Ph.D., assistant dean of the
faculty for undergraduate research. Undergraduates also often forge a
bond with the faculty member, “who can be a mentor and guide stu-
dents as they make academic and career decisions.” And, she adds, ex-
perience doing research is always a plus and is sometimes required
when students apply to graduate or medical school.
It can be a plus for faculty, too, to have undergraduates in their labs,

says Mary Pavone, director of Dartmouth’sWomen in Science Project
(WISP). “The benefit to faculty,” Pavone explains, “is that they can

As it happens, two Dartmouth Medicine “apprentices”—pic-
tured on the facing page—were integral to the production of this fea-
ture: senior Lauren Wool, on the left, took the photographs and ju-
nior Vanessa Hurley, right, interviewed the students.
Wool was the photo editor last year of the undergraduate newspa-

per, The Dartmouth, and the editor this year of a monthly newsletter
put out byWISP. She also held a work-study position at Dartmouth
Medicine from the second term of her first year through the final term
of her senior year; in addition to transcribing interviews and helping
maintain the magazine’s index and digital image database, she has
taken photographs several times for these pages and even wrote an ar-
ticle for this issue (see pages 12 and 13). Wool, who majored in neu-
roscience, graduated this June and plans to pursue a career in website
design, magazine publishing, and photography.
Hurley, who spent the spring term as Dartmouth Medicine’s ed-

itorial intern, has written several other articles for this issue (see pages
7, 14, and 22). She was drawn to the internship as a chance to inte-
grate her interest in both science and writing. Hurley just completed
her junior year and is majoring in English while also completing the
premedical requirements. After graduating, she plans to go into med-
icine and/or science journalism.
In addition, bothWool and Hurley have themselves worked in re-

search positions at Dartmouth. “The benefits of working in a lab are
the relationships that you create,” says Wool, who worked for a year
and a half with a researcher in the College’s Department of Psycho-
logical and Brain Sciences. The challenge, she adds, is that “lab work
requires a lot of patience, and it is immensely frustrating not to get [im-
mediate] results. But overall, it makes you better at paying close atten-
tion to details and helps enhance your critical-thinking skills.”

Photographs by Lauren Wool Text by Laura Stephenson Carter and Vanessa Hurley

Laura Carter, the associate editor of Dartmouth Medicine magazine, wrote the in-
troductory text on this page. Also playing key roles in this feature were the two Dartmouth
undergraduates pictured on the facing page: Lauren Wool ’08, who majored in neuro-
science and worked in the magazine’s offices all four years at Dartmouth, and Vanessa
Hurley ’09, a premed English major who spent the spring term as DM’s editorial intern.

be refreshed and rejuvenated by working with young students and
have the satisfaction of knowing they have influenced them in some
positive way about a science career.”
National studies have shown that “undergraduate research en-

hances the educational experience of science undergraduates,” noted
a 2004 paper in Cell Biology Education. At Dartmouth, some under-
grads are so interested in such experiences that they volunteer in labs.
But many undergraduate research positions offer stipends, which come
from alumni donors, foundations such as the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, corporations, federal agencies, and other sources.
On the following pages is a glimpse of four “apprentice” researchers

and their faculty mentors, and at how the experience has enriched
(and challenged) them. The Q&A text has been edited lightly from
interviews conducted with the students and the faculty members.

Hurley’s research experience involved working on two clinical re-
search projects at the Children’s Hospital at Dartmouth during her
first and second years at Dartmouth. One study looked at how long
women who delivered babies at DHMC continued to breast-feed their
infants, and the other examined hepatitis B vaccination rates. “I want-
ed a chance to work on a project that was more clinical in nature—
sort of the human side of medicine,” explains Hurley.

I t’s impossible to pin down exactly howmany undergraduates over
the years have worked in labs, since the experiences are arranged

under many different auspices—includingWISP, the Office of Under-
graduate Advising and Research, and the Student Employment Office.
But the total is clearly well into the thousands.
Even students who decide not to go on in science get something

out of such experiences. “I think the benefits of research go well be-
yond simply preparing someone for a research job,” says Assistant
Dean Funnell. “The skills students learn doing research are skills that
translate into many other jobs: thinking critically, drawing evidence-
based conclusions, and communicating findings and opinions.”

Undergraduates Lauren Wool, left, and Vanessa Hurley, right—pictured here in Dartmouth’s Baker Library—photographed and in-
terviewed fellow undergrads for this feature. Each is holding the tool she used—Wool a digital camera and Hurley a digital recorder.

One reader didn’t care for the middle-of-the-page placement of this story’s title.

continued on page 57
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P A R T N E R S  F O R  L I F E

Adele and Hugh
Diagnosed with multiple
sclerosis at age 21, Hugh
Edgerton lived with the
progressive disease for more
than 60 years. Nonetheless,
he and Adele, his wife of
almost as many years, lived
their life together to the
fullest. “Hugh was one of
those optimistic people who
was confident that a cure will
be found,” says Adele.

It is that hope that inspired
Hugh and Adele to establish
a charitable gift annuity with
DHMC, designating that
their gift advance neuro-

logical research. Funded with stock that had grown in value over many
years, their gift provided Adele with a charitable income tax deduction
and a fixed, guaranteed income for the rest of her life. “It seems like the
perfect solution,” says Adele.

CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITY FEATURES

• guaranteed fixed income for life
• partially tax-free income
• charitable tax deduction
• cash or appreciated assets may be gifted

• income for one or two lives

Contact us today for your one-life or two-life rate.

Toll Free 1-866-272-1955
Office of Gift Planning

E-Mail: Gift.Planning@Hitchcock.org  
Web site: www.dhmc.org/dept/dev/cga

The Power of Partnership

SAMPLE RATES

Age Rate

65 5.7%
70 6.1%
75 6.7%
80 7.6%
85 8.9%
90+ 10.5%

Dartmouth
Medical School

Letters
continued from page 25
Southern living
I have been a Dartmouth Medicine sub-
scriber for many years, but when I moved last
October the magazine didn’t get forwarded.
I am just now getting my act together and
would like to start receiving it again. I always
read it cover to cover and consider it one of
the best and most educational periodicals
available. I was born at MHMH in 1953 and
spent the majority of my life in the Upper
Valley. I now live in Mexico (but have mail
service in Texas).

I live an hour south of Guadalajara in a
town of 18,000 people called Jocotepec. It is
very high (5,200 feet) and dry. Gone are the
gray skies of New Hampshire, the black flies,
and the unbelievably high cost of health
care! We have very good care locally and in
the city. For instance, my husband just had a
thorough workup, including an EKG, with
an M.D. We called and were seen the same
day. A cardiologist from Guadalajara saw him
locally four days later. The cost? A total of
$70 for the visit and the EKG, plus $55 for
the specialist. Utterly amazing!

I’d appreciate being sent your Spring 2008
issue so I can read the article on poet Don-
ald Hall. He lived two miles from me in New
Hampshire, and I’m a great fan. Thank you.

Sarah F. Brownell
Jocotepec, Mexico

Human touch
My son was a patient at your illustrious med-
ical center in March 2008. Perusing the is-
sues of Dartmouth Medicine that I found
in the visitors’ lounges, I thoroughly enjoyed
the human-interest stories, exciting news,
and articles about ongoing research.

I happily accept your offer to send me this
enjoyable magazine and eagerly await the is-
sues to come.

Lauraine Lombara, R.N.
Beverly, Mass.

We’re happy to add (or restore) to our mailing
list anyone who’s interested in the subjects we
cover. However, we are able to send the print
edition only to U.S. addresses, and readers must
let us know if they move, as bulk mail is not for-
wardable. If we have extras of a back issue,
we’re happy to send out a copy. Or check our
online edition—dartmed.dartmouth.edu.




